Kremlin wall towers +alley, cemetery of greats...

Kremlin has 20
towers; apart from
5 of the River
Moscow side.
Spasskaya/Savior
Tower: Spassky
Gate is more or less
the most popular of
them due to its entry
location from the
central square and its
passing traffic plus the
city clock tower status,
forming the most
officious entrance to
the citadel: it can be
seen well from most
city positions, and
probably its traditional
working city clock also
contributed to its
fame.

Fig. 1. These photos were taken by me from July 2006 to August 2007, during a research stint in continental Russia and Siberia, and
just located the set of many CDs from the Cold War trilogy, my seminal work on the “unknown” Cold War, which we professionals
fought out in the field, sometimes very ‘hot’ indeed...; thought I would share this much of tsarist-communist history about the citadel
and its famous “red “ square; the title comes not from “communist ‘red’,” but building ‘brick’ red, long before the advent of Marxism
in Russia!
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Brief Overview
The Kremlin citadel’s magnificent redbrick walls form an irregular triangle
around Moscow's ancient fortress at 2,235 meters in length (28 hectares),
19 meters high and up to 6.5 meters thick. They are topped with swallowtailed crenellations and fortified with 18 separate towers, most of which
were built at the end of the 15th century by the noted Italian architects
Marco Ruffo, Pietro Antonio Solari and Alevisio Novi. The decorative trim
of jade-green spires of the towers were added in the 17th century and their
crowning ruby-red communist stars replaced flags in 1937. Each tower has
its own name and background history, which cannot be retold in this reflecth
tion on events about the Kremlin and Washington face-off in the 20
century Cold War, in which I participated for almost quarter of a century.
Fig. 2. The Kremlin's three corner towers are round in shape and include the
Vodozvodnaya (Corner Water Pump) Tower, which stands on the bank of the
Moscow River near the Bolshoi Kamenny Bridge. It was the first tower in all of
Moscow to install a machine for drawing up water from the river, and supplied the
Kremlin palaces and gardens with a daily supply. The tower was built in 1488
and is almost 59
meters high. In the
background is the new
(rebuilt from scratch)
Christ the Savior
central cathedral, just
across the Moscow
River. In daytime light
the tower is brick-red
though lighter than the
crenellated walls.
Fig. 3. The Kremlin's
tallest tower (right) is the Troitskaya (Trinity) Tower, measuring an
impressive 80 meters including its red Soviet star and rising above the
neighboring Alexandrovsky Gardens. built in 1495 by Antonio Bono and
Pietro Antonio Solari, the tower was crowned with a spire similar to that of
the Spassky Tower at the end of the 17th century and serves as the main
entrance into the Kremlin complex of government buildings. Chimes were
added to the tower in 1686, but were destroyed in 1812 in the fires that
were struck in retreat of tsarist forces round Moscow during Napoleon's
occupation of the city. In front of it and connected to it by a stone bridge,
which once spanned the Neglinnaya River before its flow was diverted
into a conduit ingeniously inlaid under the Alexandrov-sky Gardens, stands
the diminutive Kutafya Tower (white with brick-red trim), the Kremlin's
smallest, at a height of just 13.5 meters. It is the only bridgehead watchtower to have survived to this day, serving as the many entry to the to the
Trinity Tower and citadel grounds per se... In the background is the
glassed-in edifice – the modern Palace of Congresses, a communist abomination with disrespect for antiquities . . .

Tsarskaya Tower
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Komendantskaya Tower
Oruzheynaya Tower

Fig. 4. Overview sketch of the Kremlin Citadel.
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Fig. 5. Main entry from the Red Square to the Kremlin fortress, the Spassky Gate and clock tower, from the 15th century, rebuilt in
red brick (hence, the name “Red Square”) by Italian engineers during the long rule of Ivan IV (the ‘Terrible’), including the city of
Moscow (1462-1505)...

Fig. 6. Kremlin Wall VIP Cemetary. Pattern of black plaques on the wall remained unchanged since 1920s (plaques in this photo
were rearranged in sequence in 1939–1947), among them, believe it or not, Lenin’s beloved girlfriend, Inessa Armand, a Swiss
revolutionary; pattern of tombstones was set by Sergey Merkurov in 1946 (as in Kalinin's tomb, right). Stalin was entombed in the
Mausoleum (to the right) next to Lenin, but removed after the October 1956 famous speech by Nikita Khrushchev, disrobing the
former Vozhd’s “personality cult”, etc. The 22 Plenum of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, in a unanimous vote of over
4,000 delegates, removed Stalin from the mausoleum, October 31, 1961.
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Fig. 7. The Kremlin's Nikolsky Tower, stands
67.1 meters tall near the State Histori-cal
Museum (right, the former Lenin Museum)
and was built in the same year (1491) as the
Spassky Tower. In 1612 the Russian volunteer army, led by Kuzma Minin and Prince
Dmitry Pozharsky, fought their way into the
Kremlin fortress through the Nikolsky and
Spassky gates to liberate the citadel from
Polish invaders. In 1812 the upper part of the
Nikolsky Tower was blown up by Napoleon
and his retreating French army, restored just
four years later. The former Lenin Museum
bldg. is the darker edifice to the right, sloping
down to the Manezh Square in the back, the
old tsarist stables; the building burnt down
recently and was reconstructed with a major
shopping center under the humongous square,
a buyers’ mecca with deep pockets in the
very center of Moscow; the city today perhaps 3rd or 4th largest metropolis in the
world... The interred, embalmed body of the
revolutionary leader still a controversy among
the public, whether the father of the communist Revolution, who was not Russian by
nationality—rather Tartar-Jewish—should be
removed from such a place of honor of the
still big superpower by every means of
analysis, with certainly the largest territory
and perhaps most of the strategic raw material
resources left on this planet Earth in-tact, so
who knows what the near future shall bring to
the European Union? Russia in every respect
is historically, culturally and racially a fullfledged continental nation.
In 1900 tsarist Russia led with the largest contribution to WesternCiv progress per se, with 35 of the 50 disciples analyzed and
confirmed. Therefore, it should depend on Kremlin’s arrangement perhaps with France and Germany how to enter the Union; or to the
contrary to have EU enter the Russian Federation, as far as this writer is concerned and many other experts, cutting the Rubicon on the
La Manche estuary is foremost, i.e., those who bankrupted the financial markets, let them play in their own sandbox, including the
NATO Pact—who needs it? The big Hot or Cold wars with Germany and Russia are over. In order for WesternCiv to survive the UKUSA moribund dominance course, it needs to bring in Mendeleev’s Table of Elements into “our continental survival,” indeed, the 7th
Ice Continent of SIBERIA, which is fast melting, warming up and not only climatically – all that’s left is the continental leadership to
think about the immediate future, indeed, tomorrow morning, and to get off its high horse and save the planetary show... Because the
American-British aggrandizement, broke treasuries, and dominance have passed the “fail-safe” point of no return; where they are still
headed adamantly, “with a sword in hand”, we may not survive the Age!

Fig. 8. The first wooden
Mausoleum in 1925; Lenin’s
embalmed body placed on
display shortly after his death
in January 21, 1924; removed
for safe keeping during the
war with Germany in Tyumen,
Siberia The new democratic
Russian leadership keeps the
mausoleum open; however,
the VIP review stand below is
no longer used for such
pompous parades, etc. By
some accounts more than 25
million people visited the
tomb between 1924-2008.
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Fig. 9. Russian poster for the first
official May Day Parade, May 1, 1920.
The working eight-hour movement 40 hrs
per week began in 1884 when the
Federation of Organized Trades and
Labor Unions (the predecessor to the
American Federation of Labor) passed a
resolution at its Chicago convention that
"eight hours shall constitute a legal day's
labor from and after May 1, 1886." This
International Workers’ Day, the reform
started in the United States, needs no
commentary. Since communists took it
for their workers; holiday, we Americans, the Ruling Elite, typically invented
Labor Day, first Tuesday in September.
Same thing happened with the International Women’s day, March 8, held in
Chicago in 1908. It was dropped perhaps
for St. Valentine’s Day. However, the
Women’s suffrage movement, gained
their rights to vote, passed by Congress
with the 19th Amendment, 1919, etc.
Fig. 10 (below). This 1886 engraving was
the most widely reproduced image of the
Haymarket Square affair. It inaccurately
shows Samuel Fielden speaking, with the
bomb exploding, and the rioting starting
simultaneously... It was the beginning of
the end for May Day celebrations in
America...
At the time, Max Weber’s Protestant
Capitalism was well on the way in
America, along with Torstein Veblen’s Leisure Class, with styles of the rich and famous; the Consumer Society glut was fostered, and
disastrous turnover of resources, labor, men & materiel committed to war and production under pressure of mindless advertising
techniques; the Washington-London
ruling elite became entrenched in power
politics and foreign adventurism “for
profit”; the Eastern Social Register
remained in-tact, while everything else in
life became disposal, including families

(alienation of children, spouses and grandparents); racism ran rampant, to this day;
military academies flourished, in order to run the war effort and Heraldry with high-tech
warfare against the weak & meek, my god with medals pinned by presidents for killing
the innocent and helpless?); the Wall Street ruled the money markets, even after the 1929
crash; the Federal Reserve Bank was revealed not to be so public—rather, a real private
Central Bank of 30 Dow Jones Industrials, fixing interest rates at will—even an African
Timbuktu has a central national or peoples’ bank, not we Americans!); the UN on East
River was privatized in 1945, and remained powerless to date –- the US-UK aggrandizement platform it has been); the pivotal murder of Pres. Kennedy in 1963, confirmed
inverted totalitarianism; and, finally, the financial meltdown of 2,008, as
predicted by this writer back in 1982...
Fig. 11. Satirical political cartoon (right) that appeared in Puck magazine, October 9, 1915. Caption "I did not
raise my girl to be a voter" parodies the antiwar song: "I Didn't Raise My Boy to Be a Soldier". A chorus of disreputable men support
a lone anti-suffrage woman... Perfidy continues supreme in every walk of American life, engineered, administered and prosecuted by
the Washington Ruling Elite! Remember the Gulf of Tonkin incident, the concocted excuse for the war in Vietnam, or the WMD in
Iraq? Be it the British or our American leadership, from the very top of the pyramid, it’s fraud, for profit and power, replete!
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Fig. 12. Red Square in 1810s and building of Market Lines, engraving by Joseph Bove. In advance of Napoleon’s takeover of
Moscow, in 1812, strategy called for burning the capital city down; hence much of the square had to be rebuilt, though St. Basil’s
cathedral remained in-tact. Napoleon irked the ire of General staff which soon arrived in Paris for a victory parade on ChampsÉlysées, tsk? tsk! Of course, Hitler received a worse treatment: with the Third Reich destroyed by the onslaught of the Russian Red
Army; he committed suicide, while Napoleon was confined to the island of St. Helen in the Mediterranean, eventually poisoned there
by the Royal French Court, etc. Lessons of history teach the adversary not to make war on Russia; it’s about time to take notice and
forget containment! There’s a difference between conquest of ideas and, takeover and rape of sovereign foreign national territory. We
must learn to respect the traditional Law of the Sear, its 3-12 mile offshore limit, instead of occupation and adventurism abroad...

Fig. 13. Lenin's Tomb, with the Kremlin Wall and the former Soviet Parliament building behind Lenin’s mausoleum inside the citadel.
No more military parades on the square, the review stand no longer in use, at least for the time being until the Anglo-Saxon cavalcade
either quits posturing militarily or offends the former ally. The new democratic leadership wishes, no doubt, to leave the Cold War
upmanship behind, hence no reminders of times past, with all the leaders in lined up row according to title saluting the military parade.
Perhaps there will be a reason soon not to compete—be it quietly—in the military-industrial complex field, with the continent turning
the other cheek and dashing NATO to its deserved non-existence. No reason for the old continental Cold War time military arm, with
the Cold War over, for it to posture in far-off Asia, where its innocent sons and daughters are dying for a bankrupt dominance policy –
conflict & resolution in foreign policy on its way out!
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Fig. 14. The (in)famous SS-2 and SS-3 anti-aircraft missiles, having shot down Col. Gary Powers in the May 1, 1960 Mayday over
Sverdlovsk (now Yekaterinburg), the Urals, were in the Mayday parade in Leningrad (now St. Petersburg again), taken by this author
in the early 1960s. It’s good to see Red Square empty of ICBMs and other hardware. In time, I’m sure the Moscow leadership will
find another befitting place for Lenin’s final rest. On the other hand, its space industry in civil purposes will be a good partner in orbit
and on into the wide Open Spaces of the limitless Cosmos. - PSC.

Fig. 15-17. The Vostok 1-2 (left) vehicles which launched Spsutnik-1 in earth orbit (1957) and Yuri
Gagarin (1961) into space were also shaped cathedral-like, with an onion dome-capsule. The Kremlin
Spassky entry gate's tower and clock from the 15th century Italian Renaissance complement the Proton
booster rocket parade above designed by V. N. Bugaisky now almost as famous, and seem to echo the sounds and future hopes of a
provocative progress in rocketry, striving to catapult us humans into limitless space. The ballistic missiles seem to copy the
architecture of the Kremlin towers in from and content of high-technology with a promise of a progressive future Cosmic Society that
we're destined to build and inherit…These structural developments in the history of man are not just simple games of war and
upmanship in conflict & resoluiton, but bespeak a different mission in store for mankind, ready to fulfill the destiny of a space-faring
society populating the nearby Cosmos.
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Fig. 18. Winter 2006-2007, probably February…It did get damn cold in the spring of last year…and soured me with
any future plans I might have had of residing in Russia, particularly Siberia, where -60 C is commonplace
in the Winter months plus the swift blizzards, the biting cold wind cutting and eating at the skin
is if it were cooked stew, really.

Believe it or not for the New Year's-Christmas (7. Jan. by the Julian calendar, the old New Year,
January 14th) the entire square was turned into a skating rink for Ice-Capades, hosted by
Yuri Lushkov, the Mayor of Moscow. I saw him inspecting the progress of the
enterprise. However, during the Holiday Season 2006-2007… I didn’t
get a chance to try it – we went to Dubai for the Holidays.

Fig. 19. Red Square c. 1900, in the doldrums of several mini revolutions prior to the October Revolution,
the same cobble stones still in-tact.
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Fig. 20. Voskresensky Gate resurrection. This "bridging" duet of towers is something new, an arcade between China
Town and the Old Lenin Museum; it's on the other side, facing this alley of interred VIPs in this Kremlin Wall where
the evergreen pine are located, where 50 some communist VIPs buried, including Stalin, and Ms Armand, Lenin's
French-Swiss girlfriend, who financed his stay in Switzerland. Russia had become the Jewish Diaspora's
"Promised Land," from Brest-Litovsk to Chukotka (Aleutian Archipelago), stretching over a single,
uninterrupted landmass of over 11..5 planetary time zones, now shortened by Belarus, only...
YET, not a single academic or an Israeli friend (including the Diaspora) has ever-never explained to me how
such a preposterous plan was concocted; I mean for the miniscule piece of land – the classical Judea –
with a pretentious appetite to possess such a vast landmass, including Siberia? Incredible...is it not!
In an essay: Who Ruled Russia in 1920? – we find 98% of all ministries, were Diaspora Jews, which
characterized even Stalin’s rule until the dictator’s death in 1953, when Lavrenti Beria (the head of a
2-million man strong KGB army) almost took over the reins of power... Of course, Lenin’s revolution
was an internationalist adventure based on worldwide revolution according to Marx, assisted along the
way by the Russian Creative Intelligentsia/and or aristocracy with a revolutionary socialist creative
mood and literature supporting the emerging ideology and it’s finale – classical totalitarianism...

Fig. 21. This is the parade burial Kremlin Wall (behind the sempress evergreen trees) where the VIPs are laid to rest
(including Stalin who was removed from the mausoleum, located between the two towers, where Lenin still rests),
also where his French-Swiss financier and beloved lover is also honored, Inessa Armand, whose 5thson was a spitting
image of the ol' revolutionary – Vladimir Ilych Lenin, where she was interred despite her Swiss domicile... Armand
Hammer, the famous California financier and founder of Occidental Petroleum company once commented how, when
dropping by the Kremlin apartment asked Nadya, Lenin’s wife, where was Vladimir that morning? Her reply: “He
strolls by the wall frequently to touch the spot where Inessa is interred, didn’t you know...?” Surprised at the time,
Armand shook his head, he said; though it had been of common knowledge to the inner-sanctum; Krupskaya in fact
had wanted to divorce Lenin; they were married in 1898, but he denied..., for what that would do to his profile, etc.
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Fgi. 22. This sign is on the former Lenin Museum on Read Square in an obscure corner of the building, no one
seems to have seen the spot but for yours truly; I have yet to find
a Russian that knows of it...

Modern Moscow mixed with the setting of medieval Muscovy, the Christian principality in the Middle Ages which grew over the
centuries into a major planetary megalopolis set on course to play out its historical role as the Third Rome (and there will be no 4th
according to canonical tradition).
Copyright©5 April 2008, by prof. PSCutter; all rights reserved.
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